Brasserie V Beer Book
We offer over 250 hand-picked bottled beers
and 26 rotating taps, specializing in Belgian and
other European brewers.
Our bottle coolers keep your beers at
brewery-recommended temperatures in the
42-50 degree range. This will help enhance the
enjoyment of all the great flavors the brewers
intend for you to experience.

The most recently added beers to our
bottle list are all highlighted in blue.
We highly recommend you create your own tasting.

Pick out some bottles and share with friends!
Ask to see our list of vintage bottles.

New Arrivals!
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

3 Sheeps Veneration BA Quad w/Figs, Dates, Molasses …..… $8
Alesmith Horny Devil Belgian Style Golden Strong Ale …...… $7
Alvinne Sour’ire de Mortagne Wine Barrel Sour Quad $12
Blake’s Great Blake’s Cider w/Coffee ……………………….....… $6
Evil Twin Dontcha Know Massive Imperial Stout .………... $11
Georgenbrau Kellerbier Unfiltered German Lager…….…. $8
Half Acre Double Daisy Cutter Capra IIPA .…... $7.50
Horus Osprey’s Fresh Catch – v.6 3X Dry-Hopped IPA. $8
Mikerphone $$$ for Nothing, Hops for Free DDH IPA $8
Nightmare Scaphism Imperial Stout w/Lactose, Honey, Cacao Nibs
& Vanilla Beans – 17% ABV ………………………………………………………..….… $12
Octopi Chocolate Toffee Vanilla Stout …………… $5.50
Omnipollo Agamemnon Maple Imperial Stout ……………….. $9.50
Omnipollo 4X Dry Hopped Fatamorgana IIPA ….… $9.50
Surly Todd the Axe Man Citra/Mosaic IPA …..………………..... $8

Bottled Beer
TRAPPIST
Brewed by, or under the control of, Trappist monks. Only 12 in the world.

Brasserie D’Orval Orval, Belgium (Fresh or aged) ......................…… $9
They only brew one beer and it is a great one. A fruity and slightly acidic bouquet,
firm body, and profound hop bitterness with a long, dry finish. 6.2% abv

Chimay, Belgium
Grand Réserve (Blue) .............................................................. $10
Chimay’s grand achievement. A figgy, rose-like quad, with big chocolate notes. 9% abv

Première (Red) .......................................................................... $8
Copper in color, light, fruity apricot aroma and a touch of bitterness. 7% abv

Cinq Cents (White) .................................................................. $9
Golden colored, with fruity notes of Muscat and raisins. . 8% abv

Dorée ........................................................................................ $9
Light, golden and bready with light spicing, and restrained, floral hops. 4.8% abv

Engelszell
Benno Trappistenbier ............................................................. $9
Amber-colored, honey-ish ale with banana-like esters, clove, peach, and pear. 6.9% abv

Gregorius Trappistenbier .................................................. $9.50
Quadrupel brewed with honey. A warming beer with port-chocolate notes. 10.5% abv

Rochefort, Belgium
6 (Red Cap) ................................................................................. $9
Earthy, herbal, and dried fruit notes. The most rustic of the line. 7.5% abv

8 (Green Cap) ........................................................................ $9.50
Josh’s personal favorite. Rich, with big date, raisin, and molasses notes. 9.2% abv

10 (Blue Cap) .......................................................................... $11
A truly decadent beer. Riotous flavors of licorice, prune, fig, and toffee. 11.3% abv

Trappist Achel, Belgium
Brune 8° .................................................................................. $9
Criminally underrated Trappist brown ale. Huge dried fruit and toffee notes. 8% abv

Westmalle, Belgium
Dubbel ..................................................................................... $9
A reddish brown ale, both malty and fruity with a dry finish. 7% abv

Tripel .................................................................................... $9.50
Strong, full bodied, dry, and spicy. An outstanding tripel. 9% abv

La Trappe Quadrupel, Netherlands ......................................... $9
One of the lighter-bodied Trappist quadrupels, but one of the richest, with a flavor
profile akin to almond brittle and bananas foster. 10% abv
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Belgium
A’Chouffe
Houblon Chouffe Dobbelen IPA Tripel .............................. $7.50
A’Chouffe first started brewing this to compete with the popularity of double IPAs
(then an emergent style) in the United States, but the beer is all its own: essentially a
super-hopped Belgian tripel, it is big and bready, with a floral, citrusy bite.. 9% abv

La Chouffe ………………………................................................. $7.50
Is it any surprise that Duvel-Moortgat bought the only other brewery in Belgium that
could challenge them for golden strong ale supremacy? Lest you think this a Duvel
clone, though, know that it distinguishes itself through a fuller texture, and more
pronounced spicy, clove-like notes. 8% abv

Alvinne
Gaspar …………………………………………..…..………..…………... $9.50
Highly-hopped mixed fermentation ale. Spicy, with a hint of funk. 8% abv

The Oak Melchior (500ml) ………………………..……..……………... $18
Melchior aged in used Calvados apple brandy casks. 11.5% abv

The Oak Melchior – Double Barrel (500ml) ……..……………... $20
Barleywine with mustard seeds, aged for one year in bourbon barrels, and one year in
sherry barrels. Rich and hugely oaky, with winterfruit and vanilla notes. 11.5% abv

The Oak Melchior – Pur Sang (500ml) ……..……………………... $20
Barleywine with mustard seeds, aged on wine barrels with cherries. 11% abv

De Dolle
Arabier .................................................................................... $9.50
If you like Duvel, definitely give this baby a go. An assertively hopped golden strong ale,
this beer is rife with hints of apricot, white pepper, and peach. Its borderline aggressive
carbonation allows the complex notes to virtually leap out of the glass. 8% abv

Dulle Teve ................................................................................... $10
De Dolle’s iteration of a Belgian tripel. High carbonation emphasizes the spicy yeast
esters and candied fruit notes. 10% abv

Special Extra Export Stout ................................................... $9.50
A very old-world take on the export imperial stout. Brewed in the traditional English
method, then fermented with the same yeast as Oerbier, this beer features notes of dry
cocoa, spicy esters and a hint of background tartness. 9% abv

De la Senne
Jambe d’Erable …………............................................................... $11
For this collaboration with Portland, Maine’s Novare Res Bier Café, De la Senne took
their classic Jambe de Bois tripel and refermented it with Brettanomyces and—wait for
it—Maine maple sugar. The result is like a ramped-up, sweeter Orval, with notes of peach
candy and wild flower. 10% abv

Jambe de Bois …………............................................................... $9.50
A BV favorite returns! Quite possibly the best tripel produced outside monastery walls,
this hoppy take on the style is citrusy, bready, and slightly spicy. 10% abv
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Delirium Tremens ....................................................................... $9
Strong golden ale lightly hopped, very malty, long sweet, fruity aftertaste. They serve
this is liter-sized mugs at their famous Brussels café but we’re not doing that because
good lord. 8.5% abv

Gouden Carolus Cuvee van de Kizer Blue (750ml) ................. $18
Absolutely the finest beer in the Gouden Carolus range. A big, burly, smooth Belgian
quad-style beer. Slick and nearly impenetrably dark, it is welcoming and warming, with
huge plum, raisin, toffee, and port wine notes. 11% abv

Grimbergen Double.................................................................. $6
Chocolate and toffee notes with a warming brandy-like finish. 6.5% abv

Kasteel
Donker ...................................................................................... $9
Rich, creamy, chocolaty brown ale. Powerful and deceptively smooth. 11% abv

Rouge ......................................................................................... $8
A blend of Kasteel Donker and cherry liqueur used in the confectionary world. Big,
rich, sweet cherry notes complement the dark ale base. 8% abv

Kerkom Bink Blond .................................................................. $7
Refreshing, slightly hoppy Belgian blond ale. Fastball down the middle. 5.5% abv

LeFebvre
Barbãr …………………..………….………………………………….....…... $7
Made from a harmonious mixture of barley, malts, hops & honey. 8% abv

Blanche de Bruxelles ………….…………………………………...... $5.50
Classic Belgian witbier, spiced with coriander and orange peel. We’ve got it on tap most
of the time but the can sure is pretty… 4.5% abv

Moortgat
Duvel ..............…….….........................………………………………… $7.50
Classic golden strong ale, and the beer that helped build the Moortgat empire! Lightbodied for the strength, with hints of pear drop and a spritzy carbonation. 8.5% abv

Duvel Single ..............…….…............………………………………… $7.50
Milder, softer, but no less refreshing and delicious version of classic Duvel! 6.8% abv

Duvel Tripel Hop .…..........................………………………………… $7.50
Each year, Duvel produces a special version of their flagship beer featuring a specific
dry-hop schedule. This year, the brewery utilized Citra hops, lending this classic beer
notes of passion fruit and candied lemon. 8.5% abv

Maredsous 8 ..............…….…......…………………………….….……… $7.50
A marvelous abbey dubbel. Very floral bouquet, caramelized malt notes. One of the more
underrated iterations of this style. 8% abv
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St. Bernardus
Extra 4 ........................….......................................................... $7
Based on the “abbey single” beers traditionally brewed only for the monks.
Slightly bitter and spiced, but intensely refreshing. 4.8% abv

Pater 6 ........................….......................................................... $7
Traditional dubbel. fruity, finishing with slight bitterness. A more approachable cousin
to the Abt 12 for those looking to dip their toes in. 6.7% abv

Prior 8 ........................…........................................................... $8
Abbey ale brewed in the classic "Dubbel" style. smooth, creamy richness of texture
that is almost oily, and a malt-fruit complexity. 8% abv

Abt 12 ........................…............................................................ $9
Customers made abt 12 the BV house beer! Creamy, full bodied, rich texture that
is almost oily and very assertive, like a warming coconut brandy. Fantastic! 10.5% abv

Wit ............................................................................................. $5
This traditional witbier has notes of citrus and cloves. Very refreshing. St. Bernardus
was adamant about getting this uber-traditional recipe correct, so they enlisted the
help of Pierre Celis, founder and brewer of the original Hoegaarden recipe. And it
definitely shows. 5.5% abv

Val-Dieu
Cuvee 800 (750ml) ...................................................................... $18
Hoppy golden Belgian ale, brewed for the brewery’s 800th anniversary. You read that
right. Drinks verrrrrry easily. 5.5% abv

Grand Cru (750ml) ..................................................................... $20
The brewery’s crowning achievement. A deep, mysterious brown ale with notes of fig,
plum, milk chocolate, spices, and fortified wine. We currently only have 750ml bottles
of this, so grab a friend and share the wealth. Or hunker down yourself. We won’t
judge…much. 10.5% abv

Van Steenberge
Atomium Premier Grand Cru .................................................. $7
Golden, six-grain ale with a clean dry finish. Full bodied with notes of oranges &
coriander. 8% abv

Gulden Draak .......................................................................... $9
Dark tripel with malty, toffee-like sweetness, balanced with hoppy accents. One of the
few remaining commercial examples of the dark tripel style 10.5% abv

Gulden Draak 9000 ................................................................. $9
different kinds of malt added provide this beer with a deep golden amber color
and a fruity scent. Uses wine yeast for the secondary fermentation. Big. 10.7% abv

Piraat ........................................................................................ $8
Deep golden. Lots of hops and malt. Mild sweetness, dry finish, with a flavor profile
resembling banana, clove, bubblegum, and honey. 10.5% abv
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LAMBICS & SOUR ALES
Lambic beer is produced by spontaneous fermentation where it is exposed to wild yeasts
and bacteria. a gueuze is a blend of young and old lambics.

Almanac, San Francisco
Blueberry Sournova (16oz can) ………………….……………………….. $8
Sour ale aged in oak barrels with blueberries. Tart but refreshing, with a dry finish and
cleansing tannins from the blueberries and oak. 5.7% abv

Splendid Population (375ml) ………………….……….……………….. $15
Strong sour blonde ale aged in oak barrels with nectarines, peaches, muscat grapes,
and vanilla beans. 8.8% abv

Alvinne, Belgium
Cuvee d’Erpigny ……………………….………………………………….... $16
Strong, slightly tart ale aged in Pedro Ximenez sherry casks. Note: this is a STILL beer.
The lack of carbonation is intentional, designed to underscore the sherry. 12% abv

Omega ……………………….………………………………………..…….... $9.50
Light bodied, malty sour ale fermented in stainless steel. Notes of overripe apricot,
lemon curd, and funk. 6% abv

Phi ……………………….……………………………………………..…….... $9.50
Amber sour ale fermented in stainless steel. Raw, rustic, FUNKY. 8% abv

American Solera, Oklahoma
Amso Dry ……………………….….……………………………………….... $16
Blend of different two-year-old spontaneously fermented ales. 5.6% abv

Interplanetary Good Vibes Zone …….……………………….….... $16
Sour golden ale fermented in oak foedres, then aged in Sauvignon blanc casks. 6% abv

Bayerischer Bahnhoff Berliner Style Weisse Germany .... $8.50
Mild, light sour ale brewed with barley, mixed cultures and oats. 4.2% abv

Crooked Stave, Colorado
Adambier (375ml) ........................................................................ $16
Crooked Stave’s interpretation of the historical top-fermenting strong beer native to
the Dortmunder region. Dark, sour, and strong, with notes of leather, blackberry,
currant, and a touch of sweetness from bourbon barrel-aging. 9.2% abv

Sunnyside of Bruxelles (375ml) ................................................ $16
A collaboration with Belgium’s De la Senne Brewing, this is a Flanders-style red sour
ale aged in oak barrels. Tart, crisp, with notes of oak tannin and mixed berry. 6.5% abv

Del Ducato, Italy Vieille Ville (330ml) ...................................... $15
Saison fermented with brettanomyces. Notes of spicy citrus and grapefruit. 6% abv

Girardin Black Label Gueuze (375ml) Belgium .......................... $20
This gueuze tends towards the softer, mustier side of the spectrum. 5% abv

Gueuzerie Tilquin, Belgium
Oude Gueuze a l’Ancienne (375ml) .……......…………………….….… $16
Bitingly acidic at first, before segueing into white wine and passionfruit. 6.4% abv

Oude Questche a l’Ancienne (375ml) .………….......................…… $22
Blend of lambics aged on purple plums. 6.4% abv
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Hanssen’s, Belgium
Experimental Cassis (375ml) ...................................................… $25
Blend of lambics fermented with black currants. 6% abv

Oude Gueuze (375ml/750ml) ........................................................ $16
Sharp yet full-bodied. hints of apple cider, apricot, wet wool, iron, lemon tart. 6% abv

Lindemans, Belgium
Gueuze Cuvée René (375ml) …................................................... $12
Reminiscent of bubbly dry vermouth with a more complex and natural flavor. 5.2% abv

Framboise (375ml) ….................................................................. $11
Magnificent aroma, delicate palate of raspberries elegant, sparkling taste. 5.4% abv

Kriek (375ml) .............................................................................. $12
Bouquet of fresh cherries; sparkling, fruity & refreshing. Dry finish. 4% abv

Kriek Cuvée René (750ml) ......................................................... $21
Lindeman’s for-real kriek. Superb, with huge cherry and oak. 7% abv

Pêche (375ml) ….......................................................................... $11
Has a nose of delicious fresh peaches. sparkling, crisp, and refreshing. 4% abv

Mikkeller, Denmark
SpontanCherry Frederiksdal (375ml) …................................ $25
Big, jammy kriek made with cherries from the Frederiksdal cherry wine etate. A very
special wild ale, and the closest thing you’ll find to a dessert beer among the style’s
many iterations. 8.2% abv

Petrus, Belgium
Aged Pale.................................................................................... $9
Sour pale ale aged in oak for 24-30 months. Tangy and refreshing! 7.3% abv

Roodbruin.................................................................................... $8
Blend of 33% Petrus Aged Pale, pure foeder beer that has aged for 2 years in oak
foeders, and 67% young brown beer. 5.5% ABV

Rodenbach, Belgium
Fruitage (8.5oz) ............................................................................. $5
Blend of young and aged sour brown ales aged in oak tanks. Almost 10% of this beer is
pure cranberry/raspberry/cherry juice, making this something of a Flanders red
shandy. 4.2% abv

Vander Ghinste Cuvee des Jacobins Rouge Belgium.................. $9
Unblended old lambic, aged for at least 18 months in cognac barrels. A deep, complex
beer, and quite possibly the finest example of the style. 5.5% abv

Verhaeghe, Belgium
Duchesse de Bourgogne ....................................................... $8.50
A traditional Flemish red ale matured in oak casks. Balsamic, chocolate notes. 6% abv

Duchesse de Bourgogne (Chocolate Cherry) ...................... $10
Classic Duchesse, sweetened with chocolate and cherry additions. 6% abv
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FARMHOUSE ALES
Saisons are a very complex style with fruity aromas and flavor, earthy yeast tones, lots of spice,
medium bitterness, and tend to be semi-dry with a mild sweetness.
Bière de Garde, or “keeping beer” is moderate to medium in body with a toasted malt aroma, medium
hop bitterness, and light to medium fruitiness. Most often from northern France.

Barrel & Beam, Wisconsin
Golden Portager (375ml) .……… ….…………………….………………. $11
Saison fermented with Brettanomyces in oak barrels. Loads of ripe pineapple, with a hint
of baking spice and classic brett funk. 7.5% abv

Saison Terre a Terre (375ml) .…… …………………….…………….….. $9
Classically styled farmhouse ale. Dry, effervescent, fruity and rustic. 7% abv

BFM Saison √225 Switzerland ................................................... $12
Table-strength tart farmhouse ale aged on oak barrels (red zinfandel, grappa, merlot,
and others) that formerly held the brewery’s famous Abbaye de Saint Bon-Chien strong
sour ale. Effervescent and almost gueuze-like. 5% abv

Blaugies, Belgium
Darbyste (375ml) .………………..…….…………………….……………….. $13
Table saison brewed with fig juice. Named, somewhat cheekily, after famous temperance
preacher John Darby. 5.8% abv

La Moneuse (375ml) .………………….…………………….……………….. $13
One of this family operation’s flagship beers. Amber-hued, with a biscuit malt profile, a
hint of mustiness, and a firm, floral, spicy hop profile. 8% abv

La Vermontoise (375ml) .………………………………….……………….. $13
Hill Farmstead Collaboration. Farmhouse ale brewed with spelt and a large amount of
American Amarillo hops. Very soft, almost mineral-like texture. 6% abv

Saison d’Epeautre (375ml) .………..…………………….……………….. $13
Amber-colored farmhouse ale brewed with spelt. Rustic, bright, delicious. 6% abv

Brasserie Dupont, Belgium
Saison Dupont (375ml) .............................................................. $10
The Classic farmhouse ale, has a refreshing fruitiness and long, dry finish. 6.5% abv

Brekeriet Funkstarter Sweden ............................................... $8
Farmhouse-style pale ale bottle-conditioned with brettanomyces. If you’re a fan of the
classic Orval, give this baby a shot! 5.5% abv

Mystic Brewing Kanzu (375ml) Massachusetts ......................... $16
Dry, amber-colored farmhouse ale brewed with single-origin Rwandan coffee. The
coffee imparts slight fruit and berry notes. Weird and wonderful. 5.4% abv

Thiriez Extra (330ml) France .................................................... $8.50
Crisp, assertively hopped blonde biere de garde. Notes of lemon-lime and fresh hay give
way to a quick, snappy finish. 4.5% abv
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Special Occasion
Etienne Dupont (France)
Cidre de Givre (375ml) ............................................................… $30
A true eis (“ice”) cider, Givre is produced by taking a fresh batch of E. Dupon’ts Bouche
Brut de Normande (see back page for info on this farmhouse cider), then freezing it.
Gradually thawed, the water is then removed from the cider, resulting in a rich,
decadent riot of baked apple and brown sugar notes. 7.5% abv

Pomme 1998 (Belgium) (375ml) ..................................................… $40
As above, but the blend was racked into 1998 Calvados casks, where it has been ever
since. This is an exceptionally complex drink. 17% abv

Iqhilika
Wine Barrel Coffee Mead (750ml) ........................................... $34
Honey wine brewed with South African coffee, then aged in red wine barrels while
journeying across the Pacific Ocean! 12% abv

Other Imports
Austria
Hofstetten Bier Granitbock Ice ..........…..…........................... $13
Strong, malty, extraordinarily complex beer. A doppelbock (strong dark lager) base, the
beer was then given the “eisbock” treatment: frozen solid, then slowly thawed, layers
of water gradually skimmed off. The result is something akin to Austrian barleywine:
rich, dense, with notes of sweet bread, toffee, and caramel. 11% abv

New Zealand
8 Wired
Grand Cru (500ml) ...........…....................................................... $22
Sour ale brewed with currants and cascara (the dried skins of unroasted coffee
berries), then aged on Pinot Noir barrels. 9% abv

Gypsy Funk (500ml) .……......………………………………….……….….… $22
Dry-hopped sour ale aged in wine barrels. Bright, fruity flavor is balanced by noticeably
oak tannin and, yes: FUNK. 6.5% abv

Rendition (500ml) .……………………………………….........................… $18
Dry-hopped pale ale with Brettanomyces. 7.5% abv

Halfway to Whangarei (375ml) ................................................ $22
Collaboration with Modern Times brewery. Session-strength farmhouse ale fermented
first with 8 Wired’s saison strain, then re-fermented with a brettanomyces strain from
Modern Times. Soft, funky, and dank, with a distinct lime note. 5.5% abv
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Denmark
Mikkeller (find more mikkeller beers in the lambic/sour section)
Beer Geek Dessert (330ml) ….................................................. $15
Imperial stout brewed with cold-press coffee, vanilla beans, and cocoa nibs. 12.1% abv

Black Bear ……………………………………………....………………..…. $15
Big, rich, sweet imperial stout. One of Mikkeller’s newest beers. 10.1% abv

Foret Series (375ml) …............................................................. $20
An ambitious project exploring the effects of barrel-sourcing, Mikkeller aged the same
massive barleywine on light and medium toast barrels from several different regions of
France normally reserved for wine and Cognac makers. Specify region (Troncais,
Limousine, or Centre) and toast level when ordering. 19.2% abv

To Øl
Spildt Maelk (375ml) …………………………...…………………...….. $22
Massive imperial porter brewed for long days and longer nights. This is a beast of a
stout, rife with chocolate, dark, fruit, licorice, molasses notes. Best shared with
someone you love. Or like. Or tolerate. 13% abv

Spain
Edge Barrica #22 (330ml) .……………………………………………….. $15
Imperial stout aged in Merlot wine casks. Huge red wine character, followed by deep
cocoa notes and roasty bitterness. 9.3% abv

Switzerland
B.F.M. (Brasserie des French Montagnes)
La Quatorze (375ml) ………….…………………………………….……. $12
Weizenbock-style ale brewed with coffee. Soft and complex. 7.5% abv

Saison √225 ............................................................................. $12
Slightly tart Saison ale aged in former Bon-Chien barrels, which themselves previously
aged whiskey, red wine, and other spirits. 5% abv

Omnipollo
Pleroma (375ml) ………….………………………..……………….……. $7.50
“Raspberry crème brulee sour ale.” Hokey dokey. This is a sour ale brewed with
raspberries, lactose, and vanilla beans. It’s as delicious as Omnipollo is ridiculous, and
that’s high praise. 6% abv

Trois Dames Raspberry Jalapeno Double (375ml) .………….. $15
Double-style dark ale fermented in oak foedres for one year with raspberries,
jalapenos, plus a combination of brettanomyces and saison yeasts. There is virtually no
heat remaining from the peppers; they are bright, citrusy, and well-integrated. 6.5% abv
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England
JW Lee’s
Harvest Ale (Port -- Calvados – Sherry – Lagavulin Cask) ....... $14
Intense, malty British barleywine built to last, but ready to drink now.
Choose one of three different barrel treatments, and be sure to ask for our Vintage
Beer list; try a 2014 or 2007 bottling. 11.5% abv

Fuller’s
London Porter ............................................................................ $5
As classic as classic gets. Slightly sweet dark beer; bready, cocoa-ish. 5.4% abv

London Pride ............................................................................... $5
THE British bitter. Malty and nutty, with notes of marmalade. 4.7% abv

Vintage Ale (500ml) ..................................................................... $15
Classic English barleywine/strong ale. Ask to see our aged beer list for tasting notes
on the different vintages. 8.5% abv

Samuel Smith
Imperial Stout (500ml) ....….…………………………..…………….......... $9
Samuel Smith excels at classic, understated British execution, so it’s no surprise that
their “imperial” stout is relatively gentle. Notes of dark chocolate and roast, with a
slight anise-like note from the alcohol phenols. 7% abv

Nut Brown Ale (500ml) ....….………………………..…………........... $8.50
Relatively dry with a rich amber-brown colour and nutty flavour derived exclusively
from small amounts of dark malt. Fermented in stone Yorkshire squares. 5% abv

Oatmeal Stout (500ml) .....……………………….………................... $8.50
As classic as classic gets. An off-dry stout brewed with oats for an extra smooth
texture, this beer finishes with notes of bittersweet chocolate. 5% abv

Organic Lager (500ml) .....……………………….………................... $5.50
Samuel Smith’s second canned offering, this clean, crisp British lager has notes of
freshly baked bread and oyster crackers, with a snap of continental hops. 5% abv

Taddy Porter (500ml) ....….………………………..………….............. $7.50
dark, full in body, intense dry tangy character of roasted barley. 5% abv

Winter Welcome Ale (500ml) ....….………………..………….......... $8.50
Extra special bitter ale brewed for the colder months. Bready, earthy, and just a touch
sweet, this is a lighter take on the winter warmer. 6% abv

Yorkshire Stingo (500ml) ....….……………………..…………........... $15
English strong ale aged in oak. Flavors of marzipan, fruit cake, and treacle. 9% abv

Siren/Mikkeller/Hill Farmstead
Barrel-Aged Lemon Cello IPA ................................................. $15
Imperial sour-mash IPA brewed with lactose, plus Citra and Sorachi Ace hops. The beer
was then moved over to bourbon barrels because the world is a playground. 10.2% abv

Young’s Double Chocolate Stout (can) ................................. $5.50
Chocolate malt and real dark chocolate craft an indulgent experience, adding subtle,
yet rich nuances to this otherwise traditional dry stout. 5.2% abv
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Germany
Aecht Schlenkerla Rauchbier (By Brauerei Heller Bamberg)
Helles (16oz can) ...................................................................... $7.50
Crisp light lager imbued with a hint of Schlenkerla’s classic smoke profile! 4.3% abv

Urbock (500ml) ............................................................................. $9
Strong, intensely bready lager brewed with savory beechwood-smoked malt. A world
classic, and a phenomenal accompaniment to steak or pork dishes. 6.5% abv

Ayinger Celebrator Doppelbock ........................................ $6.50
Classic strong German bock. Intensely malty and warming. 6.7% abv

Bitburger Pils (500ml can) ...................................................... $4.50
Josh thinks he knows, like, everything, so he switched this is in for our pilsner.
Sometimes he really oversteps, but this beer is great. 4.8% abv

Einbecker 1378 ..................................................................... $6.50
Off-sweet, clean German bock beer. Simple but with the finesse that only hundreds of
years of brewing tradition can inform. 6.7% abv

Kulmbacher Eisbock .................................................................. $6
Rich doppelbock. Powerful with a balanced sweetness & malty backbone. 9.2% abv

Reissdorf Kölsch (500ml can) ...................................................... $6
From Cologne since 1894.

uniquely light and sweet taste.

refreshing!

4.8% abv

Schneider
Aventinus (500ml) ....................................................................... $8
wheat doppelbock. notes of ripe bananas, raisins and plums. A world classic. 8.2% abv

Aventinus Eisbock (375ml) ......................................................... $9
concentrated, stronger, richer version of Aventinus! 12% abv

Uerige
Jron Grunhopfensticke ......................................................... $9
Classic German altbier brewed with fresh hops! A rare, unique treat. 6.2% abv

Sticke Alt ............................................................................ $8.50
Amber-colored beer brewed with ale yeast, but lagered cold. Clean, refreshing, with
toasty bread notes and hints of noble hops. 6% abv

Weihenstephaner (oldest brewery in the world – since 1040ad)
Hefe Weissbier (500ml) .....………………….…………………............. $7
A world class wheat beer with a wonderful yeasty fragrance. 99 on ratebeer. 5.4%

Hefe Weissbier Dunkel (500ml) .....………………….………........... $7
Malty and mellow. harmonious flavor is the strength of our dark wheat beer. 5.3% abv

Vitus (500ml) .....……………………………………………………............. $7
A fantastic light-colored, spicy single-bock wheat beer. so darn good! 7.7% abv
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Italy
Birra del Borgo Sedicigradi (370ml) ……….…………................... $21
A huge, artfully crafted barleywine aged for 16 months in wooden barriques. Intensely
oaky, with waves of toffee, oaky vanilla, and walnut. 16% abv

Brewfist/Prairie Spaghetti Western – Grappa Barrel ....... $14
Imperial stout brewed with coffee and cocoa nibs, then aged in grappa (essentially wine
moonshine) barrels. Yes, there’s spaghetti in it. No, we don’t know why. 8.7% abv

Loverbeer Nebiulin-A (375ml) …………....................................… $28
Blend of a whopping four different vintages of oak-aged sour ales, between 2012 and
2015. The final blend is then blended with Barolo wine grape juice. 8% abv

Toccalmatto/Evil Twin Kaleidoscope (750ml) ......................… $28
Farmhouse ale fermented with brettanomyces and brewed with sweet prickly pears.
Bright and effervescent, with big fruit flavors and earthy, peppery notes. 6.5% abv

Japan
Hitachino Nest
Red Rice Ale ..………………………………….…………….…………........ $9
Sweet and spicy gluten-free ale, brewed with Japanese red rice. 7% abv

White Ale ..…………………………………………….……..…………........ $9
Belgian style beer with flavors of coriander, orange peel, and nutmeg. 5% abv

Netherlands
De Molen
Bommen & Granaten ...........................................................… $15
Massive English-style barleywine with an assertive caramel/toffee profile, plus hints
of raisin, stewed apricot, and brown sugar. A great digestif. 15.2% abv

Cease & Desist .....................................................................… $11
Decadent, chocolatey, roasty imperial stout…in a CAN! 10.7% abv

Fire, Flood & Plague ...........................................................… $12
Imperial porter brewed with licorice, then dry-hopped. Huge, chewy. 9.9% abv

Hel & Verdoemenis – Bruichladdich Brett Barrel ............ $16
Imperial stout aged with brettanomyces on Bruichladdich Scotch casks. A touch of
funk that opens up into a mild acidity as the beer warms. 11% abv

Hel & Verdoemenis – Port Charlotte Barrel ..................... $16
Imperial stout aged on heavily peated Scotch casks. INTENSE, and probably one of the
smokiest, most peat-forward beers you’ll ever have. 11% abv

Heaven & Hell ………………………………….…………………………… $15
Imperial stout brewed with smoked malt and whisky malt. Luscious, bitter. 10% abv

Spanning & Sensatie ……………………….………………………….… $12
Imperial stout with chili peppers, sea salt, and cacao. 9.8% abv
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Norway
Haandbryggeriet
#1000 (330ml) ............................................................................. $16
Abbey-style quadruple ale aged in Amarone wine casks. A rich medley of red wine tannin,
dark fruit, and hints of baking spice. Collaboration with Birrificio del Ducato and Narke
“Cult Brewery.” 10.4% abv

Haandbakk (500ml) ...................................................................... $18
Sour brown ale aged in red wine barrels for 18 months. If you like Rodenbach but want
to drink like a Viking, give this one a go. 8% abv

Norwegian Wood (500ml) ............................................................ $18
Smoky, slightly tart ale brewed with foraged juniper branches and berries. Rare and
tasty, this is a peek into traditional old-world Norwegian brewing. 6.5% ABV

Nøgne Ø
Driftwood (375ml) ...................................................................... $18
An extraordinary, special beer. Beginning life as a strong oud bruin style ale,
Driftwood was left to condition in stainless steel tanks for two whole years, then
moved over to port wine barrels to age for three more years. 9% abv

Scotland
Belhaven Wee Heavy .............................................................. $5.50
A Classic Scottish Heavy with a rich malty flavor. 6.5% abv

Harviestoun
Ola Dubh (12 yr, 16 yr, 18 yr Barrels) ................................... $19
This amazing brew has been aged in selected oak casks formerly used to mature
Highland Park 12, 16 and 18 Year Old Single Malt Whisky. A real treat! 8% abv

Old Engine Oil ............................................................................ $7
Slick, full-bodied beer that falls somewhere at the crossroads of porter, stout, and
mid-century old ale. Drier than its name would suggest, with burnt chocolate notes and
nutty hints.. 6% abv

Old Engine Oil (Engineer’s Reserve) ........................................ $8
Bigger, sweeter, stronger version of the above. This beer leans more toward the old
ale/barleywine side, without getting too sweet or cloying. Slainte! 9% abv

Orkney Skull Splitter ........................................................... $6.50
Fruity malt character on the nose with hints of fruit, molasses, and spicy hops. From
quite possibly one of the most remote breweries in the world. 8.5% abv

Traquair House Brewery
House Ale (500ml) ..................................................................... $12
Scottish ale fermented in oak barrels. Caramel malt, dark fruit, hint of smoke. 7.2% abv
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Canada
Brasserie Dieu du Ciel! Montreal
Aprhodite .................................................................................. $9
Robust stout breed with vanilla beans and cocoa nibs. 6.5% abv

Derniere Volonte - Brett ......................................................... $9
Belgian-style IPA fermented with brett. If you like Orval, try this! 7.5% abv

Peche Mortel ............................................................................ $9
Huge imperial coffee stout! Decadent, like a silky, lightly bitter mocha. 9.5% abv

Trou du Diable, Shawinigan
L’Imperatrice (750ml) ............................................................... $25
Bourbon-barrel aged imperial stout. Huge and silky. 9% abv

L’Ours (750ml) ............................................................................ $25
A blend of 80% young saison blended with 20% rye ale aged for two years in Banyuls
wine barrels. You’re gonna want to try this. 6.5% abv

Unibroue, Quebec
La Fin Du Monde ........................................................................ $6
Blonde in color with a smooth, slightly tart with notes of wild spices. 9% abv

Trois Pistoles ........................................................................... $6
Brewed with 4 malts, 4 exotic spices. subtle sweetness, cocoa, fruit notes. 9% abv

United States
Avery Liliko’i Kepolo (12oz can), Colorado................................$5
Witbier brewed with spices and passionfruit. A tart summer crusher! 5.4% abv

The Bruery Placentia, CA
Beret (750ml) ............................................................................. $12
Wheat ale fermented with The Bruery’s house Belgian yeast and raspberries. 9% abv

Frucht - Blueberry (750ml) ...................................................... $21
Berliner-style weisse fermented i oak foedres with blueberries. 4.8% abv

Oude Tart (750ml) ...................................................................... $25
Flanders red-style ale aged in red wine barrels. Vinous, sour, outstanding. 7.5% abv

Quadrupel Tonnellerie (750ml) .............................................. $25
Sour quad fermented in oak barrels with blackberries. 10.2% abv

Rueuze (750ml) ........................................................................... $25
Blend of sour golden ales aged in oak barrels. Ode to Belgian lambic! 5.9% abv

Saison Rue (750ml) .................................................................... $12
Spicy, rustic, mixed-fermentation farmhouse ale. You’ll love it. Trust us. 8.5% abv

Tart of Darkness (750ml) ......................................................... $21
Robust stout allowed to sour in oak barrels with a mixed yeast culture. 7.2% abv

Tonnellerie Rue (750ml) ........................................................... $21
Saison Rue 100% fermented in oak barrels. Soft, lemony, and FUNKY! 8.5% abv
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Crooked Stave Coffee Baltic Porter Colorado .................... $5
Strong lagered porter with coffee. 8% abv

Evil Twin Brooklyn, NY
Aun Mas a Jesus .......................................................................$11
Special edition of Even More Jesus brewed at Cervesa de Montseny in Spain. Rich, fudgy
imperial stout. 12% abv

Big A$$ Money Stout (500 ml can) ..............................................$16
(Sigh). OK. This is an imperial stout brewed with money and pizza. There. Happy?. 17.2% abv

Bozo Beer ..................................................................................$14
Gargantuan imperial stout with…pretty much everything. Check the can. 17% abv

Even More Jesus (500 ml can)....................................................$7.50
Gigantic imperial stout. Bitter chocolate malt bomb. 12% abv

Grand Cru (500 ml can).................................................................$13
Blend of maple bourbon-barrel imperial stout with barleywine. 12.5% abv

Grand Cru Cuvee (500 ml can)......................................................$14
Blend of maple bourbon-barrel and marsala wine barrel imperial stout with barleywine.
12.5% abv

Imperial Biscotti Break (500 ml can) ............................................$7
Imperial stout with coffee, vanilla beans, and almonds. IN A FREAKING CAN. 11.5% abv

Some People are Immune to Good Banana Stout (500mlcan) ....$14
Imperial stout brewed with banana and maple. Sure ok why not? 10.7% abv

Fair State, Minnesota
Roselle Minnesota ................................................................... $5.50
Mild, effervescent sour ale with hibiscus. 5.7% abv

Raspberry Roselle Minnesota ................................................ $7.50
Roselle re-fermented with raspberries. 5.7% abv

Vienna Lager (500 ml can) Minnesota ............................................ $6
Clean, crisp Vienna-style lager. 5.3% abv

Half Acre Daisy Cutter (500 ml can) Chicago, IL .......................... $5
Dry, dank pale ale, chock-full of West Coast style hops. Incredible. 5.2% abv

Perennial Artisan Ales St. Louis, MO
Hopfentea (500ml can) …………………...………………...............……… $7
Berliner-style weisse with a tropical tea blend. 4.2% abv

Saison de Lis (500ml can) ………………...…….…………............…… $6.50
Farmhouse ale with chamomile flowers. 5% abv

Revolution Deth’s Tar Chicago, IL ………………………………..…… $12
Bourbon barrel-aged imperial stout. In a can. 14.8% abv

Pipeworks Chicago, IL
Black Raspberry Dreamsicle (500ml can) …………...........…… $7.50
Pale ale with lactose and raspberries. Pipeworks craaaaazy. 6% abv

White Grape Gose (500ml can) …………..................................…… $6
Mild sour ale brewed with Vidal Blanc grape must and sea salt. 4% abv

The Bruery Mischief (500ml can) Plancentia, CA …….................. $7.50
Hoppy golden Belgian strong ale finally, FINALLY in a can! 8.5% ABV
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Upland Champagne Velvet (500ml can) Bloomington, IN .............. $5
Easy drinking pre-Prohiition style German lager. Crisp, clean, simple. 5.5% ab

Wisconsin
3 Sheeps Sheboygan
Cashmere Hammer (nitro) ………………………..…………...…...... $5
Rich, chocolatey stout brewed with rye! Deep, dark, a hint of rye spiciness! 6.5% abv

Paid Time Off ……………………..………………………..……….......... $8
Imperial stout with coconut, cocoa nibs, and walnuts. 10% abv

Really Cool Waterslides ……………………..……..………...... $4.50
A classic American IPA! Hints of tropical fruit, pine, and light toffee malt. 6.2% abv

Rebel Kent the First ……………………………..……………….... $4.50
A clean, malty amber ale loaded with English malts and a touch of rye. 5% abv

Central Waters Amherst
Bourbon Barrel Barleywine ………………..…..…….………..….. $8
Barleywine ale aged in bourbon barrels. A monster of a beer, with a big rush of whiskey,
oak tannin, and toffee. 14.3% abv

Bourbon Barrel Stout ……………….……………..…….………..….. $8
Imperial stout aged in bourbon barrels. Chocolatey, nutty vanilla notes. 10.5% abv

Cassian Sunset …………………………………….………….………..….. $8
Bourbon barrel-aged imperial stout with coffee, vanilla and cinnamon. 11.7 % abv

Peruvian Morning …………………………………….………………..….. $8
Bourbon barrel-aged imperial stout with freshly roasted Emy J’s coffee. 8.5% abv

Satin Solitude Stout …………………………………………………….…. $5
Strikingly dry for the style, this chocolatey imperial stout is now year-round! 7.5% abv

Door County Pastoral Bailey’s Harbor ...................................... $5
Bright, bready saison. In a can. Get some. 6.5% abv

Karben 4 Fantasy Factory IPA Madison ..................................... $5
Citra-heavy American IPA: juicy, bright, mildly bitter, with a sturdy malt backing. 6% abv

New Glarus New Glarus
Berliner Weisse ……..................................................................... $6
Tart German-style wheat ale fermented in oak barrels with five different yeast strains
before a final refermentation with Riesling grapes. 3% abv

Chocolate Stout …….................................................................... $6
Rich, but fairly dry stout with lactose and fine chocolate. 6.8% abv

Raspberry Tart ……..................................................................... $6
Spontaneously fermented brown ale aged in large oak vats with truckloads of fresh
raspberries. 4% abv

Spotted Cow ……........................................................................ $4.50
Brewed with flaked barley and the finest Wisconsin malts. Slightly fruity. Underrated
among nerds. 5% abv

Scream IIPA ……............................................................................. $6
A juicy, resinous ale loaded with bright Cascade hops, some of which are Wisconsingrown. Named after an eagle. Drink it. 9% abv

Serendipity ……............................................................................. $6
Spontaneously fermented brown ale base brewed with apples, cranberries, and
cherries. Finally in 12oz bottles!
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Two Women …….......................................................................... $4.50
Vienna-style amber lager. Incredibly clean and refreshing, this is perhaps the apex of
Dan Carey’s German-influenced brewing prowess. 5% abv

Meads & Ciders
B. Nektar Zombie Killer Cherry Cyser, Michigan (500ml) …. $13
Made with Michigan tart cherry juice, apple cider and star thistle honey. 6% abv

Blake’s Michigan
Fido (can ) ......................................................................……..... $5
Dry-hopped cider with raspberry and grapefruit. A portion of the proceeds from this
cider goes to benefit the Pets for Patriots nonprofit. 6.8% abv

Great Blake’s (can ) ......................................................……..... $6
Semi-dry cider infused with cold brew coffee. 6.5% abv

Wakefire (can ) ..............................................................……..... $5
Off-dry cider made with cherries and orange peel. Mildly tart, refreshing. 6.5% abv

Dansk Mjød Viking Blod (750ml) Denmark ……………….…….... $35
Nordic mead with hibiscus and hops added. Get one for the table! 19% abv

Restoration Cider, Wisconsin
Badger Mill Cherry ………………………….………...………………... $7
Dry cider with Door County cherries. The rose wine of cider! 6.5% abv

Central Sands Cranberry …..……………....……...………………... $7
Semi-dry cider with fresh, tart cranberries. 7% abv

Driftless Apple …..……………....……...………………………………... $7
Sem-dry, lightly sweetened cider. Simple, clean, and refreshing. 6.5% abv

Samuel Smith, England
Organic Cider (500ml) .............................................................… $8
Light body, with brilliant conditioning, a crisp clean flavor, and a dry finish. 5% abv

Organic Perry ........................................................................… $6
Pours a pale straw color, and features a dry palate with rich pear flavor. 5% abv

Seattle Cider Oaked Maple (16oz can) Washington ………….... $6
Semi-dry cider fermented with raisins and oak chips, sweetened with Vermont maple
syrup. 6.9% abv

Vander Mill Ginger Peach, Michigan (500ml) ..........................… $6
Off-dry cider with ginger and peach added. 6.9% abv

Gluten-Free Beers
Green’s
Discovery Amber Ale (500ml) Belgium …................................. $8.50
Made with millet, sorghum, rice, buckwheat, Belgian yeast. caramel, nut flavor. 6% abv

Tripel Blonde Ale (500ml) ……………………………………………... $9.50
Spice and herb nose with flavors of candied fruit. 8.5% abv
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